**Block Handling Conveyor No: 401**

**The Application:** Curve Conveyor for handling concrete blocks

**The Product:** Blockveyor Power Belt Curve

**The Industry:** Concrete Block and Cement

**The Need:** Concrete block manufacturers need to be able to continue their conveyor lines around corners, toward palletizers.

**The Solution:** Omni Metalcraft Corp. can provide a Blockveyor belt curve that will stand up to this demanding environment, keeping products oriented where they need to be, when they need to be.

- Abrasion resistant urethane belt for demanding applications
- Shaft mounted drive kept above debris
- Leg cross bracing for added stability
- Easy access maintenance covers for ease of clean up
- Angled catch pans to retain debris for easy removal
- Various shape and size product capability
- Product orientation kept where you need it
- Powered or gravity transition rollers available